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A

Absolute viscosity, 333
Absorption type refrigerating apparatus, 217
Acetylene. Structural formula, 12
Acetylene series, 23
   chemical formula, 13
   table of properties, 23
Acid coke, 391
   use as fuel, 391
Acid pan houses, 394, 395
Acid recovery, 390
   Chemical Construction Co., 397
   fuel consumption, 400, 402
   glass bottles, 394
   hot air blast, 397
   pan houses, 394, 395
   fuel consumption, 395
   pans, 393
   sludge separation, 390
   steam kettles, 390
   stills, 394
   tanks, 305
   treatment, 71
   use of towers, 396
Agitators, 60, 195
   explosion type roof, 197
   light oil, 196
   lining for, 198
   lubricating oil, 203
   mechanical, 198
   roofs, 196
   use of air, 198
   wash, 202
Air drying, oil barrels, 366
Air for drying barrels, 276
Air heater, 276
Air used for agitation, 198
Aliphatic hydrocarbons, 11
Aluminum chloride, use in gasoline production, 188
Angle of repose—fullers earth, 263
Animal oils used in compounding, 274
Anthracene series, table of properties, 31
Antimony lead, 198, 305
Appalachian field, 4
Areas required for refineries, 78
Aromatic hydrocarbons, 11
Asphalt base, crude oil, 56
Asphalt paint, 307
Auxochromes, 36

B

Barges, oil, 358
Barrel filling house, 279
Barrel manufacture, 360
   firing, 363
   glue coat, 364
   hoop drivers, 364
   hoops, 366
   jointer shop, 369
   kilns, 369
   labor, 367
   leveller, 363
   machines, 365
   plant arrangement, 366
   power for jointer shop, 370
   power required, 367
   staves, 360, 370
   steamer, 362
   steam wheel, 362
   truss hoop driver, 363
   windlass, 363
Barrel preparation, 276, 364
Barrel racks, 281
Barrels, air drying, 276
INDEX

car loading, 284
coopering "seconds," 277
floor loads, 280
gluing, 277
painting, 278
"seconds," 275
specifications for wood, 361
steel, 371
storage space, 279
washing, 276
Beaumé gravity scale, 37
scale, relation to specific gravity, 37
Bell, A. F. L., Friction loss of heavy oils, 328
Benzene, 12
series, 26
chemical formula, 13
structural formulas, 27
table of properties, 26
Bins for fullers earth, 261
Blending, 273
Bloom, 37
Boiler houses, 379
Boiler shop, 404
equipment, 404
general arrangement, 405
Boilers, combination furnace for coal or oil, 385
furnace design, 385
overload operation, 381
size of units, 381
wood for fuel, 371
Boiling points, crude oils, 54
Bone black, filters for wax, 240
Bottle system, acid recovery, 394
Bright stocks, 264
Buildings, classification, 428
exposure to fire risk, 429
Bull Bayou crude, refining flow sheet, Fig. 9, 69
Burning point, petroleum products, 48
Burton cracking process, 175, 176
C
Caddo crude, yield statements, 728
California crude oil, table of specific heats, 50
field, 5
oils, friction loss in pipe lines, 328
Calorific value, various crude oils, 54
Calorific value of petroleum, 53
relation to gravity, 53
Can manufacture, 372
general arrangement of equipment, 376
machines, 374
power required, 375
Cans, filling, 279
tin, 372
Capacities of fire stills, 84
tank steamers, 352
Capillary constant, 45
Carbendale chilling machine, 212
Carloads, oil barrels, 284
Carloads, steel barrels, 372
Case and can departments, electrical load, 387
Cases, export shipment, 377
Catalytic production of gasoline, 188
"Celite," 310
Central and North Texas field, 5
Central power and boiler stations, 379
Centrifugal process for bright stocks, 268
Centrifuge, 268
De Laval, 272
Sharples, 268
Chemical bonds, 11
Chemical Construction Co.'s system of acid recovery, 397
Chemical fire engines, 440
Chemical formula, hydrocarbons, 13
Chemical properties of petroleum, 10-35 incl.
Chemical treatment, object, 71
Cholesterol, 42
in petroleum, 41
Chromogens, 36
Chromophores, 36
INDEX

Clark, multiple control for, pressure stills, 176
Classification of petroleum, 56
Clay burners, 249, 256
Clay filter. (See fullers earth)
Clearance diagram, tank cars, 351
Closed chain hydrocarbons, 11
Coast cracking process, 175
Coefficient of expansion, 42
Effect of temperature, 43
Relation to specific gravity, 42
Various crude oils, 43
Coke, acid, 391
Coke, crude run to, 62
Coking distillation, flow sheet, 66
Coking still setting, 93
Coking stills, 92
end fired, 94
Cold driven rivets, 298
Cold settled stocks, tests and yields, 268
Cold settling, 264
centrifuge method, 268
refigeration, 265
temperatures, 265
Cold settling tanks, 265
cycle, 268
operation, 267
Cold test, 47
Color, 36
gasoline, 191
paint for oil tanks, 307
petroleum, 36
relation to molecular weight, 36
removed by filtration, 73
Columns and lugs for stills, 91
Combustion chambers, stills, 91
Complete refinery, general arrangement, 81
Compounding, 73, 273
animal oils used, 274
effect on cold tests, 273
flash and fire tests, 273
gravity, 273
viscosity, 273
steam consumption, 384
vegetable oils used, 274
tanks, 275
Concrete, effect of sulphuric acid upon, 395
Concrete-lined reservoirs, gauge tables, 323
Concrete-lined oil reservoirs, 308
Concrete tanks, 310
Condensation, fractional, 165
Condenser box, concrete, 136
Condenser box supports, 135, 136, 137
Condenser boxes, 135
Condenser pipe, Simplex, 139
specifications, 137
Vento, 139
surfaces, table for various stocks, 131
Condensers, continuous coil, 127, 128, 132
effect of steam in stills, 121
factors in design, 123
fractionating, 145
general considerations, 119
heat to be abstracted in, 120
transfer in, 125
jet, 150
mean temperature difference, 124
parallel coil, 127, 128, 132
Practical considerations, 132
shell and tube, 126, 140, 141, 142, 143, 144
size of pipe, 136
submerged coil, 127
surface, table, 128
table of heat transfer rates, 127
table of surfaces, 133
Trumble, 149
types used, 125
Vento, 126
water required, 128
per barrel, 134
Continuous distillation, 96
still, 83, 89
flow line, 97
treaters, 200
capacity, 202
design, 202
Conveyors, 263
Cooling towers, water, 411
Coopering, 277
Copper oxide. Frasch method, 193
Corning crude, yield statement, 7
Corrosion in cracking stills, 185
Critical velocity in pipe lines, 383
Cross cracking process, 179
Croze, oil barrels, 364
Crosing machine, barrel manufacture, 364
Crude kerosene, 61
Crude naphtha, 60
Crude oil, asphalt base, 56
mixed base, 56
paraffin base, 56
run to cylinder stock, 58
synthetic, 179
Crude oils, characteristics, 4
classification, 4
specific heats of, 49
still battery, Fig. 1, 57
Cylinder stock, 58, 62
stocks, filtering, 248
Cracking, 59
Burton process, 175, 176
Coast process, 176
Corrosion in stills, 185
Cross process, 179
dephlegmation, 186
description, 171
Dubbs process, 179
Emerson process, 180
Fleming process, 181
history, 173
Holmes-Manly process, 176
Isom process, 178
liquid phase, 175
percentage analysis of cost, 186
practical considerations, 184
recycling, 183
still specifications, 185
stocks used, 172
successful commercial processes, 175
vapor phase, 175
Cycloparaffins, 28

D

"Deadwood," 316

in oil, tank, field measurements, 316
Dean, E. W., quality of gasoline, 191
De Laval centrifuge, 272
Dephlegmation tower, steam still, 106
Dephlegmation, cracking stills, 186
Diacetylne series, 25
Diesel engines, fuel consumption, 344
pumping stations, 344
use on tank steamers, 355
Diolefine series, 24
Chemical formula, 13
table of properties, 24
Distillation, factors controlling rate of, 83
heat required, 109
object of process, 68
semi continuous, 109
steam, 60,
steam used, 115, 121
temperatures, 120
to coke, 62
with vacuum, 60
Distribution of crude oil in U. S., 4
Dock hose, 420
Docks, 419
pipe line arrangement, 421
Double pipe wax chillers, 211
Drainage, refinery sites, 77
Dry kilns, 369
Dubbs, cracking process, 179
Dutch ovens, still construction, 92

E

Earth reservoirs for oil, 308
Economizers, feed water, 382
on stills, 112
Efficiency, Diesel driven oil pumping stations, 346
oil stills, 111
riveted joints, 297
Electric lighting, 388
Electrical generators, 389
Electrical power, 385
power factors, 387
INDEX

Ellis, dilute acid treating, 192
Emerson cracking process, 180
Engine drive for pumps, 426
Erection, oil tanks, 308
Ethane, 11
Ethylene, structural formula, 12
Evaporating surface, stills, 83
Evaporation, steel roofed oil tanks, 298
water top tanks, 306
wood roofed oil tanks, 293
Exchangers. (See heat exchangers)
Expansion of tank shells, 320
Expansion, oil, 324
petroleum oils, 42
Experimental department, 419
 Explosion hatches, tank roofs, 297

F
Feed water, boiler, 381
Fillers, barrel, 278
Filling barrels, 278
stations, 279
Filter house arrangement, 254
Filter plants, electrical power, 387
steam consumption, 384
Filter press, canvas blankets, 221
capacity, 223
room insulation, 227
types of plates, 221
Filter pressing, 62
Filtering, 73
in solution, 253
wax, 239
yields of wax per ton of clay, 239
Filters, oil, 247
capacities, 248
example of cycle, 252
gravity, 250
pressure, 250
rate of feed, 248
steaming, 251
Filters, wax, 239
*Filtration, 245
Fire banks, 441
Fire foam, 483
Fire hose, 430

Fire pots, oil barrels, 363
Fire protection, banks and walls, 441
building classification, 428
exposure, 429
hydrants, 430
sewers, 441
steam, 432
tank exposures, 430
water, 408
pumps, 431
supply, 430
Fire pumps, 431
Firing ring for oil barrels, 363
Fittings for double pipe exchangers, 161
Flash point, petroleum products, 48
Fleming cracking process, 181
Fleming, vapor phase treating, 209
Floor loads, filled barrels, 280
Flow line, continuous stills, 97
Flow sheet, Bull Bayou crude, 69
Midcontinent crude, 728
running to coke, 66
South Texas crude, 70
Flue arrangement, still battery, 96
Flues for stills, 96
Fluorescence, 37
Foam, 433
amount required, 434
hydrants, 439
mixing chambers, 437
mixing solutions, 435
pumps, 436
storage of solutions, 434
use from hose streams, 439
yard system, 437
Foamite Firefoam Co., 483
“Footz” oil, 230
sweating of, 238
sweaters, 238
Forge welded stills, 185
“Foster” tube still, 102
Foundations for oil tanks, 285
cost, 286
Fractional condensation, 165
Frasch, use of copper oxide, 193
Friction head, oil, 326
INDEX

Towl's formula, 327
Pennsylvania oil, 327
Friction loss, California oils, 328
pipe lines, examples, 338
Stanton and Pannell, 335
Fuel consumption, acid recovery,
396, 400, 402
oil stills, 109, 113, 115
tank steamers, 358
Fuel space, tank steamers, 356
Fullers earth, 239, 245
action on oils, 246
angle of repose, 263
bins, 261
burning, 254
conveyors, 263
effect of burning, 261
fuel for regeneration, 256, 259
moisture content, 246
pulverized, 245
regeneration, 249, 254
sizes, 245
weight, 247, 261
yields of oils per ton, 250

G

Gaffs for dock hose, 420
Gangways for loading racks, 424
Gas oil, 61
Gas tight tank roofs, 297
Gas trap, receiving houses, 153
Gasoline, continuous treating, 200
desirable qualities, 191
doctor treatment, 193
index of refraction, 40
treating, 191, 194
Gasolines, object of treating, 71
Gauge rods, 324
Gauge tables, 314
allowance for expansion, 320
calculations, 319
concrete lined reservoirs, 323
formulas, 317
horizontal tanks, 321
measurements for, 315
preparation, 317
General arrangement, complete refine-
ery, 81
lubricating refinery, 80
skimming plant, 79
Globe roofs for oil tanks, 296
Glue coat for barrels, 277
Glue, drying, 277
Gluing barrels, 364
Goose Creek crude, yield state-
ment, 7
Grades for oil tanks, 285
Gravity, compounding for, 273
Gravity indications in distillation, 60
Gray wax distillate chillers, 214
wax moulding machine, 241
Gray, T. T., vapor phase treat- ing,
208
Grease kettle, 276
Greases, 275
Gulf coast field, 5

H

Hammer welded stills, 185
Harbor barges, 358
Heat content, of petroleum, 53
oil vapors, 120, 164
residual, example, 157
Heat exchangers, 156
arrangement of vapor type, 164
assembly of double pipe, 162
diagram of vapor type, 166
double pipe for residual, 159
rate for residual type, 159
residual, 157
shell and coil type, 158
tubes, 167
vapor, 161
Heat of vaporization, 50
Heat required for distillation, 109
Heat transfer, 124
Mean temperature difference, 124
refinery condensers, 125
table of rates for refinery con-
densers, 127
water to steam, 126
Heat exchangers, compound tanks, 275
Heating coils for oil tanks, 311
Heating surface, stills, 83
Holmes-Manly cracking process, 176
Hoop drivers, oil barrels, 364
INDEX

Horizontal tanks, gauge tables, 321
   head volumes, 322
   measurements, 321
Hose gaffs, 420
Hose, steamer unloading, 420
Hose, use of foam through, 439
Humidity, 411
Hydrants, foam, 439
Hydrants, spacing, 430
Hydrocarbon, unsaturated, 12
Hydrocarbons, aliphatic group, 11
   aromatic group, 11
   closed chain, 11
   open chain, 11
   ring, 11
   saturated, 12
Hydrogenation, 13

I
Illinois field, 5
Index of refraction, 38
   relation to specific gravity, 39
Indices of refraction, gasolines and
   kerosenes, 40
Insulation, filter press rooms, 227
   oil stills, 116, 118
   wax chillers, 212
Isom cracking process, 178
Isomerides, paraffine series, 18

J
Jackets for oil tanks, 318
Jet condensers, 150
Jointer shop. (See barrel manu-
   facture)

K
Kerosene, agitator treatment, 200
   distillate, 61
   index of refraction, 40
Kerosenes, object of treating, 71
   treating, 194
Kilns for staves and heading, 369
Kilns, rotary, 256
   capacity, 259
   fuel consumption, 259
Kinematic viscosity, 333
Kuebler clay burner, 256

L
Laboratories, 418
Labor supply, 77
Latent heat, 50
   calculation of, 52
   fractions from crude oil, 110
   petroleum fractions, 120
   relation to molecular weight, 50
   Trouton's rule, 52
   various oils, 52
Lead linings, agitators, 198
   tanks, 305
Lead straps, 305
Levelling machine, barrel manu-
   facture, 363
Lights, power requirements, 388
Lima-Indiana field, 4
Leuco bases, 36
Line pipe, 326
Linings, lead, for tanks, 305
Litharge, use in gasoline treating,
   193
Load factors, electrical, 387
Loading racks, 421
   designs, 422
   gangways, 424
   piping, 425
Location of refineries, 74
Look box, 58
   spout and trough type, 154
   turret type, 154
   V type, 153
Loss of head, pipe lines. (See
   friction head)
   agitator treating, 205
Lubricants, compounding, 273
   filtering, 248
   from Bull Bayou crude, 69
      mixed base crudes, 67
      object of treating, 71
      treating, 194
Lubricating oil, acid sludge from,
   390
Lubricating refinery, general ar-
   range, 80
INDEX

M

Machine shop, 406
arrangement, 407
equipment, 406
Manholes, oil tanks, 301
Mantius, acid recovery, 402
McAfee process, 183
M. C. B. tank car classification, 349
Measurements of oil tanks, 315
Mexia crude, chart of skimming process, Fig. 8, 68
skimming and cracking, 68
Midcontinent crude, cuts, running to coke, 64
refinery flow sheet, Fig. 11, 72
yield statement, 7
Midcontinent field, 5
Mixed base, crude oil, 56
lubricants from, 67
Mixing chambers, foam fire fighting, 487
Motor drive for pumps, 426
Muskogee crude, yield statement, 6

N

Naphtha, 60
Naphtha bottoms, 60
Naphthalene series, 31
table of properties, 31
Naphthene series, 28
chemical formula, 13
structural formulas, 29
table of properties, 28
Naphthenic acid, 32
New Century clay burner, 256
Nicol prism, 40
Nitrogen, 34
compounds from California crude oil, 25
in petroleum, 34
content, crude oils, 25

O

Odor of petroleum, 87
Oil barges, 358
Oil barrel specifications, 361

Oil barrels, aging, 364
inclination of skids, 369
Oil fuel, boilers, 385
Oil line pumps, 344
Oil separators, 412
Oil tanks, factor of safety, 289
fire exposure risk, 480
reinforced concrete, 310
shell thickness, 292
standard sizes, 288
standards, 290
"strapping," 314
vents, 297
workmanship, 300
Oklahoma crude, yield statement, 6
Olefines, action of sulphuric acid upon, 21
Olefine series, chemical formula, 13
properties, 19
structural formula, 20
table of properties, 21
Olefineacetylene series, 25
chemical formula, 13
Olefinepolyethylene series, 25
chemical formula, 13
Open chain hydrocarbons, 11
Optical activity, 40, 42
Oxygen, 32
compounds in petroleum, 32

P

Packages, wax, 240
Packer, wax, 240
Painting, oil tanks, 306
pipe lines, 341
Panuco (Mexico) crude, yield state-
ments, 8
Pans, sulphuric acid concentration, 392
Paraffin base crude oil, 56
refining flow chart, 63
Paraffine wax, 62, 210
Paraffine series, chemical formula, 18
isomerides of, 18
properties, Table 2, 14
structural formulas, 15, 16, 17, 18
Partial pressures in distillation, 59
Partial pressures, effect on vapor temperatures, 122
Pennsylvania crude, cuts in refining, 59
friction loss in pipe lines, 327
yield statement, 7
Petrolatum, 264
Petrolatums, tests and yields, 268
Piles, tank foundations, 285
Pipe line, 326
costs, 347
operating costs, 347
Pipe lines, 326
critical velocity, 333
construction, 341
effect of oil viscosity, 333
examples of friction loss, 338
friction head, 326
painting, 341
resistance of valves and fittings, 341
station spacing, 341
stream line flow, 333
turbulent flow, 333
Pipe shop, 406
Arrangement, 407
equipment, 406
Pipe still, 99
Piping, foam solutions, 437
Poise, 333
Polarized light, 40
effect of petroleum upon, 41
Polymerization of olefines by sulphuric acid, 22
Pour test, 47
Power, electrical, 385
factor, 387
required for electric lights, 388
Power house, location, 79
Power houses, 379
Preheaters, oil and air, 112
(See heat exchangers)
Preparation, barrel, 276
Pressing, 71
Pressure distillation. (See cracking)
Propane, 11
Pump houses, 427
Pump, turbine drive, 426
Pumping stations, 342
Diesel engine-driven, 344
Pumps, 425
centrifugal, 426
gas driven, 426
fire, 431
foam, 436
for pipe lines, 344
for tank steamers, 356
motor drive, 426
oil line, 344
steam, 425
triplex, 426
Pump houses, 425
R
Racks for barrels, 281
Racks, tank car loading, 421
Receiving house, 152
gas trap, 153
section, 151
Red lead, 307
Reducing process, 68
Refined wax, 231
Refinery flow sheet, paraffine base crude, 63
Refinery site, 74
topography, 75
transportation facilities, 74
Refining process, outline, 56
Refractive index, 38
Refrigeraion, absorption machine, 216
ingineering calculations, 217
for cold settling, 265
Reservoirs, concrete lined, 308
earth, 308
Residual heat exchangers, 157
coefficients, 159
types, 159
“Revolvator,” 281
Ring hydrocarbons, 11
Riveted joints—cold driven rivets, 298
INDEX

South Texas crude, skimming distillation, Fig. 10, 70
yield statement, 7
Specific gravity of petroleum, 37
Specific heat, 48
California crude, 50
petroleum fractions, 51
relation to specific gravity for petroleum, 49
table, various crude oils, 49
Spray ponds, 410
Sprinklers for tanks, 306
Stairways, for oil tank, 301
Stanton and Pannel, formulas for friction loss in pipe lines, 335
Steam, amount required for steaming filters, 251
used in stills, 121
effect on condenser calculations, 121
fire protection, 432
quantities for steam stills, 115, 117
requirements by departments, 384
mains, design, 384
pumping engines, 346
fuel, consumption, 346
pumps, 425
Steam still exchanger, 108
Steam stills, 60, 104
continuous, 107
dephlegmator, 148
plate arrangement, 106
scrubbing tower, 106, 108, 168
semi continuous, 109
setting, 109
steam used, 115
vapor heat exchange, 167
Steam wheel, barrel manufacture, 362
Steamer for oil barrels, 362
Steel barrels, 371
Steel, effect of temperature, 184
Still, capacities, table, 84
columns and lugs, 91
head braces, 96
riveting, 87

oil tanks, 297
Riveting, stills, 87
Rotary kilns, 256
capacity, 259
fuel consumption, 259

S

“Sand lines,” use in tanks, 295
Sanitation, 414
Sanitary standards, 415
Saturated hydrocarbons, 10, 12
Scale wax, 231
Scrubbing tower, steam stills, 168
Semi continuous distillation, 109
Separator for tube stills, 100
Separators, acid sludge, 390
oil, 412
Settings, still, 90
Setting for vertical or “cheesebox” still, 97
Sewers, 411
fire traps, 441
sanitary, 418
Sharples process, 268
Ships, tank. (See tank steamers)
Shop equipment, 403
Shops, for refineries, 403
general arrangement, 404
power considerations, 388
power requirements, 408
Silica gel, use in treating, 20
Simonson-Mantius system of acid recovery, 402
“Simplex” condenser pipe, 139
Site, refinery, area required, 78
factors in selection, 74
Skids for oil barrels, 369
Skimming distillation, Mexia crude, 68
Skimming plant, general arrangement, 79
spent acid disposal, 390
Skinner, L. B., acid recovery, 396
“Black” wax, 226
Sludge acid, 390
Soil leads, refinery, 76
tankage, 76
INDEX

vertical, 96
Stokers for oil stills, 112
Storm water, 412
“Stripping” oil tanks, 314
tanks, field work, 315
“Stream line” flow, pipe lines, 333
Structural chemical formulas, 11
Sulphur, 33
content, American crude oils, table, 34
relation to specific gravity in petroleum, 34
Sulphur compounds, 192
from Canadian crude oil, 33
in petroleum, 33
Sulphuric acid, action on olefines, 21
boiling points, 397
dilute, treating, 192
effect on concrete, 395
recovery (See acid recovery), 392
treating, 192
weak, 392
Superheated steam for oil distillation, 383
in stills, 122
Surface, oil vapor condensers, 128
Sweating, foots oil, 238
Sweating ovens, 231
capacities, 232, 233
cycle of operation, 237
hot water, 233
radiation from coils, 232
temperature control, 234
Sweating pans, 230, 233
Sweating, wax, 62, 71, 230
Swing pipes, oil tanks, 302
Synthetic crude, 179

T
Tables, gauge, for tanks (See gauge tables), 314
Tail house, 152
Tank, bottom thickness, 293
Tank car, specifications, 350
Tank cars, 349
clearance diagram, 351
INDEX

Tank foundations, cost, 286
Tank gauging, nipples, 302
Tank heating coils, 311
Tank sprinklers, 306
Tank steamers, 360
   capacities, 352
   Diesel engine-driven, 355
dimensions, 352
fuel consumption, 358
fuel space, 356
motive power, 355
oil burning, 355
pumps, 366
shore connections, 420
voyage times, 357
"Tank" steel, 289
Tankage soil loads, 76
Tankers (See tank steamers), 360
Tanks
   acid, 305
cold settling, 265
compounding, 275
costs, 308
deadwood, 316
design, 289
   of shell, diagram, 292
details, 299
explosion hatches, 297
factor of safety, 289
field erection, 303
   tests, 305
foundations, 285
gas tight roofs, 297
globe roofs, 296
grades, 285
insulating jackets, 313
lead linings, 305
oil, 285
   shell thickness, 292
   standards, 290
   standard sizes, 288
painting bottom, 306
reinforced concrete, 310
riveted joints, 297
   "sand lines," 295
shell expansion, 320
stairways, 301
   steel, 285
   steel roofs, 295
   vents, 297, 303
   water top, 306
   wooden roofs, 293
   workmanship, 299
Tapes, gauge, 324
Temperature control, wax sweating, 234
Temperature, effect on steel, 184
Temperatures from continuous stills, 157
Temperatures of vapors, petroleum fractions, 120
Testing, oil tanks, 305
"Thieves," 324
Tin cans, 372
Toilet and wash room facilities, 414
Tonnage, gross, 357
   registered, 357
   net registered, 357
tank steamers, 352
   under deck, 257
Topography, refinery site, 75
Tower system, acid recovery, 396
Towers for stills, 146, 146, 147, 148
Toulson formula, 327
Transportation facilities, refinery site, 74
Traps, oil, 412
Treating agitators, 195
Treating, amount of steam used, 384
   continuous, 60, 200
doctor solution, 193
gasoline, 191
kerosene, 194, 200
lubricants, 194
silica gel, 207
use of dilute acid, 192
   sulphuric acid, 192
vapor phase, 208
wax, 195, 239
Triolefines, 28
Triplex pumps, 426
Trumble process, 100, 103, 104
Truss hoop driver, 363
INDEX

Truss hoops, barrel manufacture, 362
Tube still, 99
 advantages, 100
capacities, 100
diagram, 99
diagram of capacities, 101
efficiency, 112
"Foster," 102
separator, 99
setting, 102
specifications, 100
surface required, 101
Trumble, 103, 104
Tubes for heat exchangers, 167
Turbulent flow, pipe lines, 333
Tuxpam (Mexico) crude, yield statement, 8

U
Underwriters exposure risks. (See fire protection)

V
Vacuum distillation, 60
Vacuum stills, 109
Valence, 10
Valency of carbon and hydrogen, 10
Valves and fittings, resistance to flow of oil, 341
Vapor heat exchange, example, 164
Vapor heat exchangers, 161
 arrangement for still battery, 164
diagram, 166
 for steam stills, 167
 shell and coil, 161
Vapor outlet, stills, 83, 84
Vegetable oils, air blowing, 274
 spontaneous combustion, 274
 used in compounding, 274
"Vento" condenser sections, 139
Vents for oil tanks, 297
Viscosimeters, 44
Viscosity, 44, 333
 absolute, 333
 kinematic, 333
 Viscosities, relation of Saybolt, Engler and Redwood, 334

W
Various crude oil, 45, 46

Volume measurements, 314
Volumes of oil, temperature correction, 324

W
Warehouses, 281
floor loads, 283
Wash agitators, 202
Waste heat boilers, 112
 from oil stills, 112
Waste water disposal, 411

Water. Amount required to condense one barrel of oil, 134
condenser requirements, 128
cooling towers, 411
finders, 324
for fire protection, 408
spray ponds, 410
supply, 76, 408
 amounts required, 409
 boiler feed, 76
 fire protection, 76, 430
 "thieves," 324
top for tanks, 306
trap, receiving house, 153

Wax, 62
chillers, insulation, 212
chilling machines, 211
double shell type, 214
Gray, 214
power required, 213
 rate of heat transfer, 212
Wax distillate, 62
chillers, ammonia expansion, 220
Wax extraction, diagram of process, 243
Wax filtering, 289
moulding, 241
packing, 240
Wax plant, arrangement, 226
 example of design, 241
electrical power, 387
steam consumption, 384
Wax, refined, 231
 removal by pressing, 71
scale, 231
INDEX

"slack," 226
sweating, 62, 290
with hot water, 233
treating, 62, 195, 239
Waxes, melting point control, 71
Welded stills, 185
Wet bulb thermometer, 411
Wharves, 419
Windlass for oil barrels, 363
Wood burning for boilers, 371
Wood roofed oil tanks, 293
Wooden cases for can shipments, 377
Wyoming field, 5

Y
Yield statements, Caddo crude, 7
and 8
Corning crude, 7
Goose Creek crude, 7
Midcontinent crude, 7
Muskogee crude, 6
Oklahoma crude, 6
Panuco (Mexico) crude, 8
Pennsylvania crude, 7
South Texas crude, 7
Tuxpan (Mexico) crude, 8
Yields, oils from Fullers earth, 250
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